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INTRODUCTION 
Over a decade has passed since Title III of the National Defense 

Education Act provided matching monies for the purchase of equip
ment to improve instruction in modern foreign languages. Since 1958 
literally tens of hundreds of electro-mechanical devices have been in
stalled in secondary schools and colleges in the United States. After 
ten years of experience educators generally agree that the language 
laboratory and its variations, such as the electronic classroom, have 
emerged as an important characteristic of the new look in language 
training (Hayes, Lambert, and Tucker, 1967). 

BACKGROUND 
Attempts to evaluate the relative effectiveness of the langttage 

laboratory have proven largely inconclusive or contradictory at all 
levels of instruction (Carroll, 1963, 1965; Keating, 1963; Lorge, 1964; 
Smith, 1968a, 1968b) despite improvements in equipment, instructional 
materials- both taped and textbook- and in standardized measures 
of achievement (see for example Pimsleur, 1967). 

Successful use of the language laboratory is predicated on various 
general assumptions: 1) that the facilities are used on a scheduled 
and systematic basis (Hutchir.son, 1966); 2) tha:t the equipment is well
maintained (Hayes, 1969) and capable of reproducing fundamental 
phonemic contrasts (Locke, 1965); 3) that the student's language ef
forts are systematically monitored and evaluated (Bauer, 1964); 4) 
that the students are prepared for their laboratory experience prior to 
working with language tapes (Hocking~ 1967); and 5) that there is a 
high correlation between the behaviors that are fostered in the labor
atory and those that are measured in weekly or end-of-term examina
tions (Stack, 1966). 

STUDENT FACTORS 
Several student factors contribute to the relative impact of tape

guided practice on learning a second language. Carroll (1963) defined 
language aptitude as an inverse function of the time the learner takes 
to acquire a criterion mastery in the task to be learned. Pimsleur 
and others ( 1962) further established the degree of contribution of 
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intelligence and motivation. Lambert (1963) delineated the role of 
attitude toward ethnic groups in bicultural and monocultural settings 
in learning a second language. 

Smith and Hocking (1969b) assessed student's attitudes toward 
media and reported that high school students in three languages 
e~pected tape-guided practice to be good, helpful, rewarding, mean
ingful, and valuable. The student's rating after nine months of in
struction had changed hardly at all. Average correl~tions between 
attitude scores and several interim and end-of-term achievement 
scores, however, proved non-significant. Apparently, the attitudes 
of these students were not strong enough to influence how well they 
performed on tests. 

TEACHER FACTORS 
Beyond the student's interest-motivation or attitude-orientation, 

two additional factors can contribute to the successful use of electro
mechanical devices in language learning: 1) the teacher's skill in 
making use of laboratory materials and facilities, and 2) the teacher's 
attitude toward language practice tapes, the language laboratory, and 
related equipment. "Sound labsm~mship" is virtually unquantifiable, 
and although Lorge (1964) reported that student's attitudes toward 
the language laboratory reflect the ease with which teachers handle 
the equipment, and Carroll (1966) further noted the importance of 
the amount of time the individual is able to spend practicing with re
corded materials, Bumpass (1963), and more recently Smith and 
Hocking (1969a), have reported that teachers often do not use labora· 
tory or classroom equipment often enough or in long-enough periods 
for the learner to achieve a meaningful degree of concentration. 

THE PROBLEM 
The effectiveness of the teacher's use of media in second-language 

teaching might be reftected in their attitudes toward the entire lan
guage·laboratory concept. The following questions are therefore rele
vant: What are representative teacher attitudes toward language
laboratory equipment and materials? What changes in attitudes will 
accrue as teachers use these media? 

Some recent answers to these questions are ·the by-product of a 
two-year investigation designed primarily to assess the relative advan
tages of three kinds of equipment: 1) the "chandelier-type" electronic 
classroom; 2) -the audio-active language laboratory; 3) the record· 
playback laboratory. The primary conclusions of the study have been 
reported elsewhere (W. F. Smith, 1969). The attitudes of the teachers 
were also investigated and are reported here for the first time. 
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THE INVESTIGATION 
The beginning language classes and their teachers of a large 

comprehensive high school formed the respective treatment condi
tions and experimental population under consideration. One teacher 
each of French and Spanish and two in German taught at least three 
classes, one of them meeting in a conventionpl classroom but with two 
or three half-period migrations per week to either a broadcast or a 
record-playback laboratory; another of his classes met in an electronic 
classroom. Finally, in each language. there was a control group that 
used no tapes or equipment. In the classes that used the laboratories, 
tape-guided practice was necessarily concentrated in half-period ses
sions; in the electronic-classroom treatment condition, an equal amount 
of such practice could be distributed throughout the week as the teach
er desired: within each language the fundamental objectives, instruc
tional materials, and criterion measures were identical. The depen
dent variable therefore consisted of variation in the use of the three 
respective equipment configurations in the various groups in each lan
guage. 

TEACHER ATTITUDE 
An estimation of teacher attitude toward instructional media was 

obtained under the format of the semantic differential (Osgood, 1957). 
Twenty-one pairs of sharply contrasting adjectives of an evaluative 
or affective nature were selected. These twenty-one pairs of .adjectives, 
e.g., good-bad, valuable-worthless, were then separated by rating 
scales numbered 7 (most favorable) through 1 (least favorable). The 
direction of the polarity of the scales was randomized as a precaution 
against response bias. Finally three concepts "Language Practice 
Tapes," "Language Laboratory," and "Electronic Classroom" were 
rated by each teacher at the beginning and again at the end of the 
school year. 

To check upon the external validity of the attitude instrument and 
on the representativeness of the experimental teachers' affective 
orientation, an identical instrument was administered to a reference 
group of nineteen additional high-school language teachers of similar 
experience, age, and assignment. The average ratings of the respective 
concepts by the two teacher groups are presented, by scale, in Figure 
1 where each profile delineates an overall attitude orientation for the 
combined groups. 

A positive orientation toward media for language learning is 
clearly evident. The teachers uniformly judged language practice 
tapes to be good, helpful, clear, meaningful, and valuable. As a whole, 
the equipment for machine-guided practice also received favorable 
appraisal. When the ratings for the electronic classroom and the lan-
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(Activa-Paaaive)* 

(Interesting-Boring) 

(Simple-complex) 

Powertul.-itleak* 

Holptul-UnholpM* 

Rewarc11ng-f'unish1ng* 

Pl.oaaing-Annoying* 

Timoly-thtimel.y* 

( Graootul-Awkward) 

Safe-'lbrcat ening 

Pcroonal-Impcroonal 

(Bus,y-Rcating) 

Clear-Hazy 

Lon icnt-sovcrc 

(McaningM -+:caningless )* 

( Prcfound-5upcrticial) 

(Valuable-Worthless)* 

Gsltla-Violcnt 

Dctinita-Uncortain* 

(7) (6) (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 

Figure 1. Prolilllinary Ratings ot Teacher Groups (N=2J), 
lscales encloaed in parentheses were originally presented with rovoned 
polarity. 
*EstimateD attitude. 

--- Language Laboratoey 
------- Language Practice Tapoa 
••·••••·••••• Electronic Claaaroo~r. 

guage laboratory were compared however, the combined groups indi
cated a significant preference for the in-class facilities over the con
ventional laboratory (p. 01; Signed-Ranks test). 

The semantic differential technique enables one to compare differ
ences in attitude between groups, and differences across time. Hence, 
two additional analyses were performed: 1) the differences in attitude 
between the experimental and reference group teachers were com
pared and 2) the changes in the experimental teacher attitude~ after 
nine months were assessed. 
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Prior to comparing attitudes between the teacher-groups, factor 
analysis was used to define those scales (starred items in the Figures) 
which were the most evaluative for each concept.• An "attitude 
toward media" score for each teacher was found by summing across 
his responses to the appropriate "evaluative" scales defined through 
factor analysis.z 

EXPERIMENTAL VERSUS REFERENCE-GROUP ATIITUDES 
Differences between the experimental and reference group teach

ers were evaluated by means of a t-test for correlated samples.3 Tbe 
average attitude scores for both groups are listed on Table 1. The 
experimental group tended to rate the electronic classroom more favor
ably (p. 01) than did the reference-group teachers; correspondingly, 
they rated the language laboratory lower, although not significantly 
so. Both groups were practically equal in their evaluation of language 
practice tapes. 

T11b1o 1 

Mean Attitude Scores for tne Concepts Langua:;o Laborator,t, Electronic C1assrooo:, and Language Practice 
Tapes Coll.p.'li'Cd Between Teacher Reference Group and Experilr.ental Group 

Concept~ Experil:.cntal ~ ~~ 

N i II N x II dt' t' p 
Language Laborator,t 4 41.75 10.99 19 50.';9 8.81 4 -1.66 NS 

Electronic ClassroOC" 4 96.50 16.27 19 86.41 10.70 4 5.';9 .01 

Languap,e Practice Tapes 43.25 9.46 19 41.65 6.96 4 .51 NS 

The results of the analyses between groups tend to enhance the 
validity of the measurement instrument and the sample of teachers 
surveyed since the comparisons revealed a high degree of congruence 
in attitudes toward media. The significantly higher evaluation of the 
electronic classroom by the experimental-group teachers is not incom
patible with this conclusion; it simply reflects an initial Hawthorne 
effect that can be expected in any experimental setting where the new 
(e.g., electronic classroom) is compared with the traditional (e.g., 
language laboratory). 
•Principal components solution (Harman, 1967). Rotation of the respective mat
rices was terminated after extraction of the sixth orthogonal factor for the 
concepts "Language Laboratory" and 11Language Practice Tapes." The principal 
components solution, unrotated, was accepted for the concept "Electronics Class
room." All calculations were performed on the Purdue IBM 7090 and CDC 6500 
computers. 
2For Language Laboratory: interesting, definite, helpful, profound, valuable, time
ly, safe, powerful, active, rewarding, and good. 
For Language Practice Tapes: helpful, good, meaningful, valuable, rewarding, 
interesting, timely, and personal. 
For Electronic Classroom: summed over all scales. 
'The degrees freedom adjusted for the smallness of the samples were taken as 
equal to four in all comparisons. 31 
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STABILITY OF TEACHER A'ITITUDES 
The stability of the experimental-teacher attitudes was assessed 

by comparing their pre-and post-experiment profiles. No significant 
shift in attitude was evident for the Spanish and German teachers.4 
A significant shift was noted for the French teacher, however, and 
would seem to indicate a growing dissatisfaction with the respective 
media as the academic year progressed. 

A similar trend can be seen in the respective pre-post attitude 
profiles averaged across all four teachers (Figures 2, 3, 4). Truly 
significant differences may be masked by the effects of regression; 
nevertheless, the post-profile ratings as evaluated by the Signed-Ranks 
test were significantly smaller for the concepts "Language Labora-

(Good-Bad)1* 
(Active-Pasllive)* 

(Interesting-Boring)* 

Rolaxcd-Tenae* 

( Simplo-<lor:lplex)* 

Powortul-wcak* 

Hcl.pi\11-tlnholptul * 
Rewarding-PIInillhing* 

Pleasing-Annoying* 

Timely-tin tim~ 

(Gracetul.-Awkward)* 

Sat e-'l'broatening* 

Pononal-Impersonal * 

(Busy-Resting)* 

Clear-Hasy* 

Lenient-severo* 

(Moaningtul-Moaningloss) * 
( Profound-8uperf1cial )* 

(Valuabla-worthlellll)* 

G8l tle-Violent* 

Detinito-Uncortain* 

{7) (6) (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 

Figure 2. Pro- and Po11t-f'rofile Ratings of Experilncntal Group (U=4) 
Electronic ClassroCCII. 

lsca1o11 enclosed in paronthesc11 were originally pre11cntcd wit1. reversed 
polarity. 
•stimatcs attitude. 

--Pretest -----Posttest 

~or the individual, a difference ln two scale units under test-re-test conditions 
constitutes evidence of a significant change at the .05 level of confidence (Os
good, 1957). 
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(Good-Bad)4 

(Activo-Paasive)• 

( Intoroating-Boring )* 

Relaxed-Tense 

(Simple-complex) 

Powor1'Ul.-wcak* 

Holptul.-unhclpful. * 
R4warding-Punishing* 

Plcaaing-Annoying 

Timoly-llntimo:cy* 

(Graceful-Awkward) 

Sato-Thrcateningi' 

Poraonal-llrper110nal 

(~ay-Ro:stU!g) 

Cloar-Hatoy 

Len icnt-sovero 

(Mcaningtul-Heaningleas) 

( ProfOWJd-&lperticial)* 

(ValWiblo-'·;orthless )* 

Gontlo-Violent 

Defini to-tmcortain* 

Instructional Media 

~Laboratory 

(7) (6) (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 

Figure 3, Pro- and Post-Profile Ratings of Experimental Group ( lr-4) 
Language Laboratory, 

lscalos enclosed in parenthe:se:s lloro origir.al.ly presented with reversed 
polarity, 
*EstimateD attitude, 

--Protest -----Posttest 

tory" (p. 05), and for "Electronic Classroom" (p. 01) but not for 
"Language Practice Tapes." These results give further evidence that 
the Hawthorne effect had disappeared after nine months of instruc
tion. Moreover, its overall effect on the use of the equipment was ap
parently minimal, for although the teachers expressed a greater pref
erence for the electronic classroom equipment, they actually used it 
least of all. The language laboratory, rated lower initially, not only 
enjoyed greater uses but apparently contributed more to achievement 
than did the electronic classroom (Smith,' 1969). 
'Total minutes use of equipment during nine months instruction, by languages: 
French: Electronic Classroom (EC), 1300; Audio-active Laboratory (AAL), 1425; 
Record-playback Laboratory (RPL); 1465. German: EC-1, 1328; EC-2, 1415; 
AAL, 1350; RPL; 1545. Spanish: EC, 1817; RPL, 1937. 
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(Good-Bad >1• 

(Activo-Pullivo) 

(Interesting-Boring)* 

(7) (6) (5) (4) (3) (2) (l) 

Relaxed-Tense 

( S:ill'ple-complox) 

Powertul-woak 

Holptul-llnholptul. * 
Rewarding-Punishing* 

Plcos~-Annoying 

Timoly-tlntimo~ 

( Gracetul.-Awkvard) 

Sato-'l'hrcatening 

Peroonal-I=pon~cnal* 

(BUD;y-Rosting) 

Clear-Haz1 

Lenient-&lvoro 

(Kcaningtul.-Hoaningless )* 

( Prot0Wld-5uporticial) 

(Valuable-h'orthless )* 

Gentle-Violent 

Definite-Uncertain 

_: 

:_:_:_ 

:_:_:_ 

-· 

Figuro 4. Pro- and Post-Profile Ratings ot Experimental Group (N=4) 
Language Practice Tapes. 

lscales enclosed in parentheses woro origina:U.v presented witll reversed 
polarity. 
-IIBsti.IZiatos attitude. 

--Protest -----Posttest 

CONCLUSION 
Two conclusions may be drawn from the results of this small scale 

study. The first and most interesting is that the high school language 
teachers did not reflect strongly positive or negative attitudes toward 
the media they used in their classes. Their ratings were somewhat 
positive to be sure; however, this may have reflected a modest degree 
of expectancy rather than firm attitudes based upon a solid back
ground bf successful experience. 

Second, within the small sample of experimental teachers, attitude 
toward-media was not related to their use of the equipment or the 
tapes. The novelty of in-class equipment disappeared for, in the final 
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analysis, the laboratory groups received more total minutes of ma
chine-guided practice than their classroom counterparts. 

Finally, although the effects of attitude toward media were found 
to be negligible in this study, one must conclude that teacher attitudes 
still remain as potential contributing factors to error variance in 
educational research. No matter what variables between treatment 
conditions one measures it is important to be able to estimate the 
effects of attitude where human factors are involved. The semantic 
differential is an easily constructed device and a valid technique for 
the investigator who wants to define the limits and assess the degree · 
of teacher attitude in his respective experimental setting. 
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Table 1 
Mean Attitude Scores for the Concepts Language Laboratory, Elec
tronic. Classroom, and Language Practice Tapes Compared Between 
Teacher Reference Group and Experimental Group 

Figure 1. Preliminary Ratings of Teacher Groups (N=23). 
tScales enclosed in parentheses were originally presented with re
versed polarity. 
*Estimates attitude. 

Language Laboratory 
Language Practice Tapes 
Electronic Classroom 

Figure 2. Pre- and Post-Profile Ratings of Experimental Group (N=4) 
Electronic Classroom. 

tScales enclosed in parentheses were originally presented with re
versed polarity. 
*Estimates attitude. 

Pretest ------ Posttest 

Figure 3. Pre- and Post-Profile Ratings of Experimental Group (N=4) 
Languag~ Laboratory. 

tScales enclosed in parentheses were originally presented with re
versed polarity. 
*Estimates attitude. 

Pretest ------ Posttest 

Figure 4. Pre- and Post-Profile Ratings of Experimental Group (N=4) 
Language .Practice Tapes. 

tScales enclosed in parentheses were originally presented with re
versed polarity. 
*Estimates attitude. 

Pretest ------ Posttest 
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